We are connected as a COMMUNITY  We strive for EXCELLENCE  We offer INCLUSIVE programs  We act with INTEGRITY  We communicate RESPECTFULLY

VOLUNTEER AWARDS
1 AWARD CATEGORIES

Synchro BC recognizes the following categories of Volunteer Awards:

President’s Award

Recognizing a Synchro BC member volunteer who represents the spirit of volunteerism, and
whose dedication, energy and commitment contribute to the development of the sport of
synchronized swimming in British Columbia. Nominations from Synchro BC member clubs will be
accepted, however, selection for this award is at the sole discretion of the Synchro BC President.

Volunteer of the Year Award

Recognizing a Synchro BC member volunteer who represents the spirit of volunteerism, and
whose dedication, energy and commitment contribute to the success of competitions and events
of the sport of synchronized swimming in British Columbia.

2 ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
a) Nominees must have been members of Synchro BC in good standing during the previous season
b) Nominees must have volunteered in Synchro BC programs or events during the previous season
c) Eligible nominees are those who have resided in British Columbia for the previous season or
those who completed the majority of their volunteering in British Columbia before relocating.

3 SELECTION CRITERIA

a) Nominees will be judged for their volunteer efforts during the previous season.
b) The Awards Committee will consider a combination of the number of hours contributed as well
as the impact of the volunteer effort on Synchro BC events and/or programs.
c) Consideration will also be given to the nominee’s promotion of, commitment to and abiding by
the Synchro BC values and True Sport Principles.

4 SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

a) Only electronic nominations will be accepted.
b) Synchro BC and/or its representative Awards Committee reserves the right to seek additional
nominations at any time and the right to decline nominations.
c) Completed nomination forms and citations must be received by Synchro BC by September 1st
each year
d) Please include a head and shoulders or action photo of the nominee in jpg format with a
minimum of 300 pixels per inch by September 1st each year

5 PREVIOUS AWARD RECIPIENTS

To see a list of previous award recipients, please visit the Synchro BC website.
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